The APA (American Psychological Association) style of documentation includes 2 kinds of entries:

- a short parenthetical reference in the text;
- a section entitled “References” at the end of the paper describing full publication information about the sources

For additional examples and detailed descriptions of the APA style, consult the Publication Manual of the American Psychological Association available in the Reference collection: REF BF 76.7 .P83 2010

REFERENCES IN THE TEXT

A short reference in parentheses is used to document quotations or ideas. Include the author, year, and page number.

- Reference to a direct quotation from one work by a single author

A recent study of student success confirms that “students who read succeed” (Smith, 1987, p. 51).
Smith (1987) found that "students who read succeed" (p. 51).

- Reference to an idea (indirect quotation) from one work by a single author

Smith (1987) compared student success with time spent in the library (p. 51).

- Reference to a work by two or more authors

Scholars have found that students who read mystery novels develop strong problem-solving skills (Smith & Jones, 2002, p. 99).

- Reference to an anonymous work

College grads spend more time in leisure reading than those with high school degrees (“Winning the semester sprint,” 2002, p. 19).

REFERENCES

The “References” list at the end of a paper provides the information necessary to identify each source.

- List works in alphabetical order by the authors’ last names.
- Begin each entry at the left margin and continue the entry on an indented line (hanging indent).
- Italicize the titles of books and periodicals.
- Double space the entire list unless otherwise instructed.

I. BOOKS

- Book with one author (If the author is an editor, use (Ed.) after his or her name.)

  Author’s last name, first and middle initials. (copyright date). Title. Place of publication: Publisher.


- Book with two authors (If the authors are editors, use (Eds.) after their names.)

• **Book with three to seven authors**

• **Book with more than seven authors** (include the first six, then insert 3 ellipsis points and add the last author’s name)

• **Article in a reference book**

II. ARTICLES

• **Article in a magazine**
  Author’s last name, first and middle initials. (Date). Title of article. *Name of Periodical*, volume number, page number(s).


• **Article in a newspaper**
  Author’s last name, first and middle initials. (Date). Title of article. *Name of Periodical*, section and page number(s).


• **Article in a scholarly journal with continuous pagination throughout volume**
  Author’s last name, first and middle initials. (Date). Title of Article. *Name of periodical*, volume, page number(s).


• **Article in a scholarly journal that pages each issue separately** (include issue number)
  Author’s last name, first and middle initials. (Date). Title of Article. *Name of Periodical*, volume number (issue number).


III. MEDIA

• **Videorecording or motion picture**
  Producer & Director. (Date). *Title* [format]. Country of origin: Studio.


• **Sound recording**
  Author’s last name, first and middle initials. (Copyright date). Title of song [Recorded by Artist last name, first initial if different from author]. On *Title of album* [medium]. Location: Label (recording date if different from copyright date).
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